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Abstract

- Current checkpoints are unable to keep up with the number of air travelers through security screening
- New standoff threat detection mechanisms can solve this problem such as millimeter waves
- New innovations in the field such as compressive sensing and metamaterials can increase the probability of detection of threats
- This work highlights the development of these technologies into a quasi-real-time 3D imaging system

Background

Current Checkpoint
- Millimeter wave scanning detector capable of ~300 people per hour
- Significant passenger divesture and re-collection
- Threat detection is not automated
- No cooperation amongst the different technologies used

Future Checkpoint
- Screening of 300+ passengers and carry-on belongings
- Passengers walk at a normal pace through checkpoint
- No divesture of clothing or removal of electronics from carry-on

Data and Analysis
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Conclusion

- Baseline work to perform static imaging has been performed
- Future work will include improving this imaging by using high capacity multi-coded compressive sensing system
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